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Ask HN: How do you do maintenance on your
startup? - vbaskin I've been maintaining my
startup for just over a year now. Most of the
time I spend time writing or managing my

customers.What else could I be spending my
time on? ====== garethsprice One thing I
have found is that I spent more time working
than I should have in the beginning. Now, I'm

not being lazy. I could easily be fiddling
around on Hacker News. But it turned out

that there are other aspects of my business
that demand my attention even when I'm
coding. If you have a profitable operation

already, you shouldn't be as worried about
someone thinking you're spending too much
time on an exciting project. If you don't have

a customer base and you're still exploring
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your market, you should be careful to not
sabotage your customer relations because

you're too busy working on a good idea. ------
garethsprice Other things I've found are: \-

managing expenses \- managing payroll, tax
planning, and dealing with new laws (e.g.

healthcare for employees) \- keeping
accurate copies of files \- getting legal

documentation that prevents litigation (e.g.
patents, copyrights, etc.) \- managing

invoices and deposits \- managing invoices
and payments \- managing bills \- making

sure your customers are happy, even if you
disagree with them \- procuring basic office
supplies (paper, copy, etc.) \- hiring \- hiring,
firing, contracting, working with, training \-

managing servers, hosting, and any software
that has to do with online access \- working

out ways to cut costs/reduce expenses \-
reviewing your estimates for the value of
services you offer \- thinking about how to

make things easier on your next hire \-
finding ways to make the projects you're
working on more efficient \- answering
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customer emails \- all the other things a
typical business owner has to do that don't
have to do with the business \- and thinking

of ways to make them better ------
c6a93da74d
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